Abstract-Facial recognition has always been a challenging task for computer vision scientists and experts. Despite complexities arising due to variations in camera parameters, illumination and face orientations, significant progress has been made in the field with deep learning algorithms now competing with human-level accuracy. But in contrast to the recent advances in face recognition techniques, Disguised Facial Identification continues to be a tougher challenge in the field of computer vision. The modern day scenario, where security is of prime concern, regular face identification techniques do not perform as required when the faces are disguised, which calls for a different approach to handle situations where intruders have their faces masked. Along the same lines, we propose a deep learning architecture for disguised facial recognition (DFR). The algorithm put forward in this paper detects 20 facial key-points in the first stage, using a 14-layered convolutional neural network (CNN). These facial key-points are later utilized by a support vector machine (SVM) for classifying the disguised faces based on the euclidean distance ratios and angles between different facial key-points. This overall architecture imparts a basic intelligence to our system. Our key-point feature prediction accuracy is 65% while the classification rate is 72.4%. Moreover, the architecture works at 19 FPS, thereby performing in almost real-time. The efficiency of our approach is also compared with the state-of-the-art Disguised Facial Identification methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The domain of face verification, or what is commonly referred to as facial recognition nowadays, has witnessed significant advances in the past few decades. Facial recognition is a classic example of a modern real-world challenge and it is directly implemented in places that are required to be impregnable to any kind of human intrusion.
The concept has been tested and implemented widely and has laid the foundation for several other feature-extraction based algorithms for general object detection. One of the most commonly used algorithm for face description and disambiguation is the eigenfaces architecture, as proposed by Turk et. al. [1] , which transformed the approach to tackling face verification. Seven years down the line elastic bunch graph matching [2] and virtual eigensignatures [3] became quite popular as standard face description techniques. Later in the year 2006, Ahonen et. al. [4] came up with a novel technique called local binary patterns, which became one of the most extensively used face descriptors of all times. 1 Chief Research Scientist, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 2 Research Associate, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 3 Research Assistant, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 4 Student, National Institute of Technology, Srinagar Even OpenCV's ( [22] and [23] ) default descriptor function for faces is also based on the same algorithm, and is called LBPFaceRecognizer. Interestingly, around the same time as [2] and [3] , neural networks were gaining popularity in the field of machine learning. People have implemented decision-based [5] neural nets and convolutional neural nets [6] for face recognition tasks, and with the recent invention of the concept of light convolutional neural network by Wu et. al. [7] , face recognition has now seemed to have reached the zenith of facial classification rates. On the other hand, due to the complexities present in disguised face identification, it has not witnessed much research focus in the past few decades.
In the modern world, tons of cases have been reported where masked intruders have been accused of several wrongdoings. Nonetheless, identification of such people becomes a problem when the autonomous facial recognition systems fail to perform. There are security measures almost everywhere on this planet but very few have the capabilities of isolating and identifying disguised faces in the wild, and the need for such a development is on the rise. But, due to inherent complexities of the problem, previous research results on the same, indicate more of chance-based performance rather than a feature-based classification.
An interesting approach to solving problems related to facial expression detection or face recognition itself, is by extracting facial key-points. For instance, Berretti et. al. [8] have used SIFT descriptors of auto-detected keypoints for examining facial expressions. They trained a SVM for every single facial expression and were able to achieve a classification rate of 78.43% on the BU-3DFE database. Sun et. al. [9] attempted to predict five facial key-points, the left eye center, right eye center, nose tip, left mouth corner and right mouth corner and they cascaded three levels of convolutional networks to perform a coarse-to-fine tuning of the predictions. Wang et. al. [10] have used histogram stretching and principal component analysis on the stretched images to obtain the eigenfaces. In these so obtained eigenfaces they performed their mean patch searching algorithm to predict the left and right eye centres, for any input face image. Very recently, Shi et. al. [11] used principal component analysis and local binary patterns descriptor to process the data and they reviewed the outputs of various algorithms to that processed data like linear regression, tree based model, CNNs etc. for facial key-point detection. The paper provided a lot of insights to the various architectures for the same.
However, to our knowledge, using key-points for identifying disguised faces was a method which was not adopted and people continued to use the existing face descriptors for the same. Yoshine et. al. [12] had suggested a method of morphometrical matching for identifying disguised faces, where they took the 2D right oblique images (with three disguises only) and superimposed them on 100 different subjects. They reported a difference of 2.3 -2.8mm for a match (which approximately comes to an offset of 11 pixels). Singh et. al. [13] suggested an algorithm called 2DLPGNN which resulted in the best verification performance. But for the challenging scenarios of multi-disguise variations, the accuracy drops to 65.6% This research however proved that existing algorithms are not effective enough to handle a substantial degree of disguise variation. Righi et. al. [14] conducted three different visual cognition experiments to observe the effects of disguises on observer's face recognition activity using natural images in which individuals had a mixture of eyeglasses and wigs as disguises. Their paper presented some fundamental cognitive techniques that humans use to disambiguate disguised faces. But the method suggested by Dhamecha et. al. [15] proved to be stateof-the-art classification technique for disguised faces, when they reported an accuracy of 53%. Facial Key points based disguised face verification was first used in 2017 by Singh et. al. [16] where they proposed to use an existing architecture of spatial fusion convolutional network, which was suggested earlier by Pfister et. al. [20] for human pose estimation. They were however, able to significantly improve the previous state-of-the-art performance by a margin of 9%.
Inspired by the above mentioned works, we present a novel solution for disguised face recognition, the DFR model. We propose to use a CNN for key-points prediction and a support vector machine (SVM) for classification. It is a common understanding that SVMs are meant for real-time applications, and that is the precise motivation behind using it. The primary contributions of this paper could be listed down as :
• A novel CNN architecture for enhanced key-point feature detection coupled with a classification technique that attempts to give a real-time performance at 19 Hz.
• The architecture so presented, has been made userfriendly in terms of deployment to real-world problems like intruder detection etc.
II. METHODOLOGY
The overall system architecture is depicted in Fig. 1 . The sub-sections under methodology are divided accordingly.
A. Dataset
For any CNN to work effectively, there should be enough amount of training data available. So in order to benchmark our architecture, we have used the same dataset as proposed by Singh et. al. [16] . So in most of the literature survey, we observed that even though the problem of DFR was tackled with reasonable accuracies, the datasets consisted of purely faces with minimal backgrounds. We are of the opinion that such datasets might cause the models to exhibit a degraded performance in real life scenarios where there is a lot of background noise. It is worth mentioning here that the faces have not been cropped and the backgrounds has not been altered. So that allows us to have a mixture of simple, semicomplex and complex backgrounds in our dataset as shown in Fig. 2 . (Fig.  3) . As shown in Fig. 2 , there are 10 different disguises used in this experimental research which are : • Cap & Glasses,
B. Preprocessing
Preprocessing of the image data was carried out by hand annotating each of the 4000 images with 20 facial key-point coordinates. Then each image was resized to 227×227, along with its respective key-point coordinates in the same ratio. Out of 4000 images, 3500 images were used for training our network and 500 images were used for verification. An example of annotation is depicted by Fig. 6 C. The Key-Point Detection Model Our proposed framework for facial key-point detection uses a CNN (with 4 fully-connected layers), as shown in Fig.  6 for detecting 20 key-points. This particular detection task is formulated as a regression problem that can be modelled by a CNN. The network takes an image as input and predicts the (x, y) coordinates of learnt facial key-points as output. The network is trained on 3500 images with a batch size of 50 and tested on 500 images. Our architecture efficiently learns the alignment of facial key-points. The predicted coordinates of each key-point from the CNN are overlaid on the respective test images for visual confirmation as could be seen in Fig.  9 . The CNN architecture as already explained previously takes images of size 227×227, with a total of 14-convolution layers and 4-fully connected layers as shown in the Fig. 5 . The batch size chosen for this experiment was 50 with the adam optimizer function, with the system training for 1300 epochs.
III. EXPERIMENTS, EVALUATION AND RESULTS
As far as our knowledge is concerned, we are not aware of any existing benchmarking techniques for the task of complex disguised facial recognition. In order to overcome that, we have used standard equations for calculating errors in a given dataset, as described in Eq. 1 (where we use Mean Absolute Error) and 2 (where we calculate the Euclidean distance between two spatial points).
A. Experimental Setup
We have used Keras with Tensorflow [17] as the deep learning platform for this experiment. Considering the computational complexity of CNNs and the large amount of time required for training, we trained our model on a system with the configuration as mentioned in Table I . 
B. Key-point Detection Performance
We present the performance analysis for detecting each facial key-point. The average key-point detection accuracy of our CNN framework is 65%. The loss function used in detecting facial key-points is Mean Absolute Error (MAE) defined in the following equation :
φ i represents the position of i th facial key-point of annotated image andφ represents the predicted position of the i th facial key-point of the corresponding image. Fig. 8 represents graphically the average error in detecting each facial keypoint with respect to the ground truth values. Standard Euclidean Distance Formula was used to calculate the error between the predicted key-points x 1 , y 1 and annotated key-points x 2 , y 2 :
C. Performance of the Classification Model : The SVM As suggested by Philips et. al. [18] , Guo et. al. [19] and Deniz et. al. [20] , support vector machines have been used extensively for facial recognition and face classification problems. Moreover, it is common knowledge that SVM-based classifications are usually very efficient computationally, so the above factors inspired us to use support vector machines for key-points based face disambiguation. The classification model utilize the ratios and orientations of various connected facial key-points, as shown in Fig. 11 , to perform classification task. Our SVM classifier with default parameters classifies the purely complex background disguised faces As it is clearly visible, the maximum variation of the prediction is by 2-3 spatial units (X-Axis) only. The difference between the prediction and the ground truth is measured using the standard Euclidean Distance Formula. In order to calculate this error metric, the testing (unseen) images were first hand annotated by experts. These images were later fed to model for prediction. The metric suggests how much was a particular predicted key-point is offset from the actual.
with an average classification accuracy of 72.4%.
The angles marked with green are taken into consideration because it was observed that only the selected angles show considerable variation in the different subjects. Firstly, the slope of the lines is calculated using Then the angles between the lines is found using :
The results are tabulated graphically in Fig. 12 . It is interesting to note that the accuracy drops between 60-68% when the disguise contains a scarf. That happens primarily because of the fact that the nose key-point is hidden in these disguises which plays a crucial role in disguised face recognition. Rest all disguises where the point is visible the classification rates are higher. The results have been evaluated on 500 unseen images and presented as the average of the classification rates.
D. Time Complexity
We have used the Python's timeit library to evaluate the computational complexity of our prediction. We have observed that it takes 2.598 seconds to process a batch of 50 frames, which means that it takes around 0.0518 seconds/frame, which eventually results in a decent FPS rate of 19.3 frames/second.
E. Hardware Implementation
As of now, the algorithm has been demonstrated on a portable system with the configuration as mentioned in Table  II . We propose to use our suggested method in securitydemanding regions where the minimum configuration of the systems are similar to the one in Table II . The camera orientation plays a big role in this as the subject needs to be in the plane of view for active recognition. Since the dataset used in this research is same as that used by Singh et. al. [16] , we present similar metrics. The classification accuracy of our SVM outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methodology by a margin of 9.8%. We report the classification rates on both simple and complex dataset, as tabulated in Table III . As it would have been observed, not much attention was given to simple dataset classification because the simple dataset consists of disguised faces without any complex background which is usually not the real-life scenario always.. 
Algorithms
Simple Dataset Complex Dataset Dhamecha et. al. [2] 65.2% 53.4% Singh et. al. [3] 78.4% 62.6% DFR (Ours) 86.6% 72.4%
IV. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
All the codes written during the conducted research (training, testing and data annotation) along with the trained models have been made available at the following GitHub repository : https://github.com/abrarmajeedi/DisguisedFacial-Recognition-DFR.git
V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
The problem of identifying masked faces is a challenge difficult enough for human beings themselves. So, imparting that amount of intelligence to a machine would take time and training. Moreover, even though there have been tremendous advancements in the field of CNNs, a lot still remains to explore. The algorithm presented in this paper attempts to utilize the beauty of these networks and support vector machines for aforementioned problem statement of identifying disguised faces.. Although the classification rate is not totally inaccurate, there is a great scope for further improvement. One aspect would be the construction of an extensive dataset for disguised faces in the wild. One that would multiple orientations of the faces in multiple spectrum apart from RGB like NIR etc. Probably a larger neural network might also help improve the key-point detection rates, but that might also affect the real-time performance of the system.
Another sub-section of further research constitutes the camera positioning, the active vision part. The camera may or may not be facing the suspect directly which could result in some degradation in the performance. The algorithm could be implemented on a regular PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom) camera with ethernet-based video transmission system. Such cameras are usually placed in strategic locations in highsecurity zones. With the different controls available with the hardware, the user could directly focus the camera onto the incoming people, which could make face description easier. We aim to improve upon the above mentioned research components in the next stages of this project. However, the major contribution of this paper lies in the application of the DFR model in real-time, which could probably lead to a concrete security system design someday.
